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Lane Closures Begin Sunday As Crews Prepare Tukeys
Bridge
Portland, ME. Drivers headed north on I-295 in Portland will encounter temporary
lane closures beginning Sunday evening after 7 p.m. on Tukeys Bridge as
construction crews prepare to separate Washington Avenue from I-295.
MaineDOT advises motorists that crews will set up lane closures on the bridge on
Monday in order to paint solid stripes designating travel lanes during the bridge
rehabilitation project. Through traffic over the bridge will be possible at all times
including this striping phase.
On Tuesday, crews will erect a concrete barrier that will close Exit 8 and
completely separate I-295 North from the Tukeys Bridge section of Washington
Avenue. As a result, Washington Avenue will become a “local” road and remain
open for travel from Portland across Tukeys Bridge and beyond.
Drivers on I-295 N can access Washington Avenue by detouring onto Forest
Avenue at Exit 6B to Ocean Avenue to Washington Avenue.
Drivers on Washington Avenue in Portland can access I-295 by detouring to
Congress Street and then to Franklin Street Arterial and the I-295 Exit 7 on-ramp.
Elsewhere on I-295, the Exit 17 northbound on-ramp in Yarmouth will be closed
from 7 p.m. until 6 a.m., Saturday through Monday.
The Exit 17 northbound off-ramp will be closed from 7 p.m. until 6 a.m., Sunday
through Tuesday.
Motorists should use Exit 20 to travel to and from Route 1.

Drivers on I-295 are advised to pay close attention to signage connected with the
repair work especially signs indicating reduced speed zones. For more
information, maps, and to sign up for email alerts, please go to mainedot.gov.
This effort is part of a substantial I-295 repair and improvement project that will be
ongoing through the fall of this year. Roadway and bridge repair work has been
structured to minimize the impact on motorists while improving the safety and
enjoyment of traveling one of Maine’s most popular highways.
MaineDOT appreciates the patience of all motorists during this construction
period, and also asks motorists to drive safely through all work zones.
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